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We can always wait a bit longer to write a better book on technology.We can
always wait . . .

In this ever-changing technological scenario, keeping pace with the rapid
evolution of wireless technology is a formidable, exciting, and indispensable
task more than a challenge. The work is indeed herculean and often discouraging,
for technology is vast, the number of topics to be approached is
immense, the documentation on standards and recommendations comprises
piles of uncountable pages, and we often find we are leaving something important
behind when selecting the appropriate subject matter to explore. The
consolation, if any, is that as we explore the technologies, we find that much
commonality exists among them, although particular features are rather different
in each.

The challenge of writing a book in such a “hot” and vivacious field is to
provide a clear and concise resource to accommodate the learning process of
the basic functions of the main technologies. I did try to keep this in mind
throughout the course of selection and description of the topics included in
this book. I hope I have succeeded, at least to a certain extent.
The book, divided into five parts, describes protocols, standards, and techniques
for 2G and 3G technologies, including those specific to wireless multimedia.

The first part—Introduction—contains three chapters and covers the
basic principles of wireless communications. The second part—2G Systems—
consists of two chapters and describes two leading technologies of the second
generation. The third part—Wireless Data—comprises one chapter and introduces
three main wireless data technologies. The fourth part—3G Systems—
encompasses three chapters and details the general concepts of thirdgeneration
systems as well as two chief third-generation technologies. The
fifth part—Appendices—provides a glimpse at some telecommunication issues
that are relevant to the understanding of the main text and that are not
covered in the introductory part of the book.
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Bootstrap Site BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design mobilefirst responsive websites with Bootstrap 3


	About This Book

	
		Learn the inner workings of Bootstrap 3 and create web applications with ease
	
		Quickly customize your designs working directly with Bootstrap's LESS files
	
		Leverage Bootstrap's excellent...
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An Introduction to Numerical Analysis for Electrical and Computer EngineersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
An engineer’s guide to numerical analysis
To properly function in today’s work environment, engineers require a working familiarity with numerical analysis. This book provides that necessary background, striking a balance between analytical rigor and an applied approach focusing on methods particular to the solving of engineering...
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Pro OpenGL ES for AndroidApress, 2012

	In 1985 I brought home a new shiny Commodore Amiga 1000, about one week after
	they were released. Coming with a whopping 512K of memory, programmable
	colormaps, a Motorola 68K CPU, and a modern multitasking operating system, it had
	“awesome” writ all over it. Metaphorically speaking, of course. I thought it might
	make a...
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Windows 8 Plain & SimpleMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
		Knowing how to use your Windows operating system features is key to a successful computing experience. With Windows 8, even those who have used Windows for years will find that they have quite a few new features and interface changes to get used to. This book is designed to give you a simple-touse visual reference that has you using...
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The Treatment of Disease in TCM, Vol. 5: Diseases of the Chest, Abdomen & Rib-sideBlue Poppy, 1998

	This is the fifth volume in the seven-volume series titled The Treatment of Disease in TCM authored by Philippe Sionneau and Lu Gang. In this volume, Sionneau and Lu discuss the TCM disease causes and mechanisms, pattern discrimination, treatment principles, formulas and their modifications, and acupuncture and moxibustion for a wide variety...
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Textbook of EndodontologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	Textbook of Endodontology has been developed to serve the educational needs of dental students as well as dental practitioners seeking updates on endodontic theories and techniques. The book offers a clear understanding of the biological processes involved in pulpal and periapical lesions and how that knowledge relates to clinical...
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